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A Plea for Statistical Analyses
of Geosimulation Model Projections
The model development cycle

S

patial data science is concerned with the development of methods to gain understanding of the
processes in a certain system, and to project the potential future state of this system. The two
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aims of gaining process understanding and making projections are strongly related in an iterative
manner (e.g., van Vliet et al., 2016), as explained in the following. Process understanding, stemming
from either existing theories or the analysis of historical data, allows for the formulation of a
conceptual model of the system. The conceptual model can be translated into a computational
model that simulates the system dynamics over space and time, a so-called geosimulation model.
When this geosimulation model is run for a historical period, the simulated system state (model
output) can be compared with the observed system state (empirical data). The interpretation of the
inevitable differences between the two, may lead to enhanced process understanding, such that the
conceptual model can be adapted, and the next iteration can start.

Uncertainty quantification—stochastic modelling vs. model ensembles
Irrespective of the number of iterations carried out, a geosimulation model always remains (and
should remain - cf. Occam’s Razor) a simplification and thereby an inexact representation of the
corresponding real-world system. Broadly speaking, two approaches are in use 1 to account for the
uncertainty resulting from this. The first approach is to define the processes probabilistically in the
geosimulation model and to perform error propagation with the resulting stochastic model to
quantify the uncertainty in the model outcomes (e.g., Verstegen et al., 2016). The second approach is
to pick a set of separate discrete models that represent a set of possible process descriptions and
perform multi-model ensemble runs to build a set of outcomes (e.g. Alexander et al., 2017). So, both
approaches result in a distribution of model outcomes that represents, for one or multiple variables,
a range of potential values and their probabilities given the model inputs and the current knowledge
about the system.
Scenario-thinking
For many systems, especially the systems humans may influence or steer, one is interested in not
one future system state, but a set of future states related to a set of story lines. The quantitative
descriptions of these storylines are called scenarios. Scenario-thinking has become common in the
last two decades, particularly through the climate change mitigation scenarios developed over
several successive IPCC reports (e.g. IPCC, 2014). A scenario analysis with a stochastic model (and
error propagation) or a model ensemble thus results in a set of model outcome distributions, i.e. one
distribution for each scenario (Figure 1).

The problem
Unfortunately, model outcome distributions are not used to the fullest at the moment. At best, the
median (or worst, the mean), and minimum and maximum (or xth and yth percentile values) are
reported, as in Figure 1. Firstly, this does not give the full picture, and secondly, end users (e.g. policy
makers) typically do not know what to do with three values per scenario, and are therefore likely to
resolve to using the median c.q. mean only. Thereby valuable uncertainty information is discarded.

Although uncertainty quantification methods are in frequent use in the physical modelling domains (climate science,
hydrology, etc.), they are only sporadically used in social science domains (land use change, urban dynamics, etc.).
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Figure 1: GHG emission pathways 2000-2100: All AR5 scenarios, taken from Figure SPM.11a (IPCC, 2014).

Towards a solution
Though error propagation modelling and model ensemble usage are relatively new approaches, that
were boosted by the ever increasing computing capacities, the more general situation of having one
or more outcome distributions is certainly not new. Scientific domains that deal with experiments,
the collection of data samples, or user studies have a developed a wide range of statistical methods
to derive information from one or more distributions of values of a certain variable. I want to argue
that these methods offer the geosimulation modelling community an excellent opportunity to get
more information and more usable answers out of stochastic models and model ensembles.
Here, I will give two examples of how questions that may arise from Figure 1 can be answered with
statistical methods stemming that have their origin in the analysis of experimental data. One may
ask: How certain can we be (or can we be at least X% certain) that we will reach annual GHG
emissions of zero or less in 2100 in the light blue scenario? Furthermore, since the ranges of the light
blue and dark blue scenario outputs seem to overlap a great deal, one may also ask: Does the light
blue scenario (that requires more effort) result in mean emissions that are significantly lower than
the mean emissions of the dark blue scenario in 2100? If the answer is no, we might not need to
bother to spend the extra money that the light blue scenario requires.
Neither of these two questions can be answered with only mean, minimum and maximum of the
output distribution from the model ensemble. The modellers, who have the full output distribution,
can compute the exceedance probability with respect to 0 gigatonne CO2-equivalent per year, and
thereby answer the first question. The second question pertains to hypothesis testing. The question
is analogous to a very common question in e.g. medical research: Does the treatment group
outperform the control group? A wide range of methods is available to answer this type of question.
A t-test may be used in case the output distributions match the conditions for a parametric test.
Otherwise, non-parametric alternatives, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, may be applied.
Furthermore, in case one wants to compare multiple scenarios among each other, an ANOVA with
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post-hoc test may be exploited (Basso et al., 2009). To the best of my knowledge, none of this is
currently being done with geosimulation model projections.
Therefore, I argue that the spatial data science community should look into the applicability of
statistical methods to geosimulation model output distributions, especially in the context of scenario
analysis. Some methods and tests may be directly applicable whereas others may need to be adapted.
Some may be applicable to model ensembles (usually containing a low number of realizations, e.g. 7),
but not to the outputs of error propagation modelling (usually yielding a very high number of
realizations, e.g. 10 000), or the other way around. The ultimate goal would be a set of transferrable
statistical methods to evaluate geosimulation model output distributions, accompanied by guidelines
to pick the right method for the type of model, type of uncertainty quantification method, and type
of scenario. A bonus of such statistical methods is that the added value of uncertainty analysis
becomes more concrete, which may convince domains in the geosimulation community in which
uncertainty analysis is not practiced at this moment, to start doing so.
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